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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the problem of nonlinear boundary feedback 
stabilization for second-order (in time) equations of Petrovsky type. 
Specific examples we have in mind include: wave equations and Euler- 
Bernoulli equations with nonlinear dissipative boundary conditions. 
Let 52 be an open, bounded domain in R” with a smooth boundary 
r= r,Ur,, where I-,, and r, are disjoint portions of the boundary 
relatively open in f. Let v(u) be a monotone increasing, possibly multi- 
valued function defined on R’ and such that O~y(0). Consider the 
following second-order canonical examples: 
(a) Wave Equations 
Y,tb, 0 = ~Yb, t), XEl2, t>o 
Ax, 0) = Ye(X), Yr(-T 0) = V,(-~), XER (1.1) 
Yk f) = 0, .YE r,, t>O 
with either Dirichlet boundary conditions 
p(x, t) + Y(FY,(X, t)) 3 0, xdy, t>o (1.2) 
or else Neumann boundary conditions 
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g b, t) + Y(FY,(X, t)) 3% XEr,, t>o (1.3) 
on the boundary f,. 
(b) Plate-like Equations 
)‘A.& t) = -dZy(x, t), XEQ, t>o 
(1.4) 
I’(% 0) = h(X), Yrk 0) = Y,(X)? x E a 
with boundary conditions of the following type, 
y(x, t) =o, x E I-, t>o 
2 (XT t) + Y(FY,(X, t)) 3 0, 
(1.5) 
XE f, t >o 
or else 
or else 
Y(X? t) + Y(O,(X, t)) 3 0, x E r, t>o 
a, j-pt)=O, x E I-, t>o 
(1.6) 
or else 
y(x, t) = 0, x E I-, t>O 
dY(Xv t)+lw,(x, t))30 
(1.7) 
Yk t) + YF(Y,(& t)) 3 0, x E r, t>o 
dy(x, t)=O. 
(1.8) 
Our goal here is two fold: (i) first, in the case y(O) = 0 select a linear dis- 
sipative feedback operator F: L,(Q) --* L,(f) which would “steer” (in the 
appropriate topology) the state (y, y,) to zero, as t + CXIO; (ii) second, in the 
case y(O) # 0, to obtain the estimates independent of the initial conditions, 
for the energy of all limit solutions. 
The choice of the topology for the underlying state space is crucial, as it 
determines the structure of the dissipative feedback F. On the other hand, 
the question of the “right” topology for the state space is closely related to 
the issue of regularity of the solutions. In order to determine the 
appropriate norms for the state space, we shall employ recent regularity 
results for the wave equation and Euler-Bernoulli equations (see [L-L-T, 
L-T-l, L-2, L-T-2, L-T-31). On the basis of these regularity results, 
we shall consider the following operators which are candidates for the 
dissipative stabilizing feedback F: 
(v) Fy+i,ty \,in(l.7); 
a 
(vi) &=--A,*JJ 
all 
Ir in (1.8). 
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(i) Fy=iA,ly[Tin (1.2), whereA.y=dyfor yEHh(Q)nH2(Q); 
(ii) Fy=y(ron (1.3); 
(iii) Fy=dAP’yI.in(1.5),where 
Ay= -d’yfor yED(A)= 
{ 
~EH~(SZ); y~r=~y~~=O 
I 
; (1.9) 
a 
(iv) ~~~--dA~3’2ylrin(1.6); 
all 
With the above choices of the feedback F, we shall prove that: (i) systems 
(l.l)-( 1.4) are asymptotically stable if y(O) = 0; and (ii) if y(O) #O the 
energy of all limit solutions is uniformly bounded by a constant y0 CQ, 
where y. = max,.,(,, 1x1 and Cn depends only on the geometry of the 
domain Q (not on the norm of the initial condition). 
In the linear use, when y(y) = y, the question of stability of solutions to 
(1.1) and (1.4) has attracted much attention in recent years [Ch-1, L-2, 
L-T-4, T-l]. It is known by now that the solutions to the wave equation 
with linear dissipative boundary conditions dy/@ + y, = 0 on r,, decay to 
zero in the strong topology of H’(Q) x L’(Q). If, in addition, certain 
geometric conditions are imposed on the domain a, then the solutions 
decay exponentially to zero. This latter result, in the linear case, was first 
established in [Ch-l] for star-shaped omains and it was later generalized 
to a larger class of domains in [L-l] (see also [T-l]). For the wave 
equation with linear Dirichlet boundary conditions y I r + (a/all) A; ‘y, = 0 
on r, strong stability of solutions for arbitrary domains Q and exponential 
stability for strictly convex domains was established recently in [L-T-4]. 
The stability of solutions with fourth-order operators (problems (1.4)) 
still in the case of linear boundary conditions (1.5~( 1.8) is known, in 
the one-dimensional case [Ch-2, K-R], and for an arbitrary dimension n 
[L-T-7], [B-T.l]. 
Also the fourth-order problems but with higher order boundary condi- 
tions (dissipation acting through shear forces) were considered in [L-5] in 
the linear case and in CL-63 in the nonlinear case. In these works the 
uniform decay rates were established for single valued monotone functions 
I satisfying certain growth conditions at the origin and at infinity and 
such that y(O) = 0. The stability of the solutions to the semilinear wave 
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equation, but with the nonlinearity appearing on the right-hand side of the 
equation was considered in [K-Z] (and the references cited in [K-Z]). 
Here the authors established the exponential decay rates of the solutions 
under rather severe restrictions on the growth of nonlinearity both at the 
origin and at infinity. The most relevant work to ours is [Ch-31. In [Ch-31 
Chen studied the asymptotic behavior of the solutions to the wave equa- 
tion with nonlinear Neumann boundary conditions for one-dimensional 
domains Q by methods of characteristics. It is well known, however, that 
methods of characteristics fail in general dim Q > 1. Therefore, we propose 
a different approach, which is based on two main steps: 
(i) application of some abstract results on the existence of w-limit 
sets for nonlinear maximal monotone generators; 
(ii) characterization of these o-limits. This can be formulated in 
terms of an observability property of certain linear systems; this in turn is 
then solved by applying techniques of multipliers which have played a 
crucial role in recent progress in the study of regularity and exact 
controllability [L-T-l, L-L-T, L-3, L-T-5, L-T-61. 
In order to carry out our procedure, we shall represent problems ( 1.1) 
and (1.4) with feedback operators as in (1.9) in an abstract form as 
y,, + Ay + B imB*y, 3 0, (1.10) 
where A is a positive , self-adjoint linear operator on a Hilbert space H, B 
is an unbounded, linear operator from another Hilbert space 17, into H, 
and @: U0 -+ R’ is a proper convex, lower semicontinuous function. 
In Section 2, we shall study problem (1.10) in its abstract framework. 
Under certain conditions imposed on the unbounded operator B, we shall 
prove that the nonlinear semigroup generator associated with problem 
(1.10) is maximal monotone (Theorem 2.2 in Sect. 2). Assuming certain 
additional conditions on a@ (which in turn would imply the compactness 
of the resolvent of the generator), we shall be in a position to employ the 
results of [D-S] to conclude with the existence of w-limit sets 
(Theorem 2.4). In Sections 3 and 4, we shall verify that all the hypotheses 
assumed in the abstract framework are indeed verified in the case in ques- 
tion. As usual, the key point in stability is to characterize the w-limit sets. 
This characterization in our case, hinges either on some “new” uniqueness 
properties of linear solutions or on the solvability of the “continuous obser- 
vability” problem. To resolve these problems, we shall use techniques new 
developed in the context of exact controllability and uniform stabilization 
for linear systems. Our main stability results are formulated in 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 for the wave equation and Theorems 4.14.4 for the 
“plate” equations. 
505 79.2-I 1 
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2. ABSTRACT SETTING 
Let H be a Hilbert space and let A: H + H be a linear, positive, self- 
adjoint operator with a domain D(A) c H. Let U and U, be two Hilbert 
spaces such that U c U, c U’ where U’ is the dual to U with respect o the 
inner product in U,. We denote D(A”)‘, the dual to D(A”) with respect o 
the inner product in H. Let B: U’ -+ D(A I”)’ be a linear operator with the 
adjoint B*: D(A’j2) + U defined by 
(Bu, u),, = (11, B*u)u,, for UE U’, UE D(A”‘). (2.0) 
Finally, let @: U, + R’ be a proper convex lower semicontinuous function 
with its subgradient a@ in U x U. 
Later, we shall show that the canonical examples introduced in Section 1 
can be written in a unified abstract form as 
yrl+Ay+Bd@Fy,30 on D(A1’2)’ 
~(0) = Y, E D(A”2), Y,@)=Y, EK 
(2.1) 
where D(A”2) is equipped with the inner product (v, u)~(~u, = (Ay, u)~. It 
will turn out that the stabilizing feedback operators F proposed in (1.8) 
have the structure 
Fy = B*y. (2.2) 
Thus, from now on we shall consider the abstract problem 
yrr+Ay+BMB*y,sO on D(A’j2)’ 
y(0) = y. E D(A”‘), Y,(O) = Y, E H. 
(2.3) 
In this section, we are interested in the study of the well posedness and 
asymptotic behavior (when t + co) of the solutions to (2.3). 
We make the following assumption on the operator B*: 
B* E Y(D(A”2); U) and B* is surjective from D(A’j2) onto U. (H-l) 
The theorem below plays an important role in the study of the well 
posedness of (2.3). 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume (H-l ). Then A + B MB* is a maximal monotone 
graph in D(A’!‘) x D(A’12)‘. 
ProoJ The proof of the theorem is based on the following lemma: 
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LEMMA 2.1. Assume (H-l). Then for any U’E D(A”2), z~a(@B*) ijjf 
z E B a(@) ls*u”. 
Assuming for a moment the validity of the lemma, we shall prove the 
theorem. Since @B* is proper, convex, and lower semicontinuous on 
D(A”‘), its subgradient a(@B*) is a maximal monotone graph in 
D(A I”‘) x D(A ‘/2)‘. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, B a( @) B* is also maximal 
monotone in D(A “‘) x D(A “‘)‘. To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 it is 
enough to notice that A + B a(@)B* is the sum of two maximal monotone 
operators with A continuous, from D(ALj2) + D(A”‘)’ and the assertion of 
the theorem follows from Corollary 2.7 in [B-l]. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. We first prove that 
ZEB8(@) B*?J”*zEd(@B*)uo. (2.4) 
Let z E B S( @) B*u”. Then z = Bf where f E a(@) B*u” E CJ’ and 
@(B*uO) - Q(u) > (f, B*uO - u)uo for all u E U. (2.5) 
Since by (H-l ) for any u E D( A ‘j2), u G B*u c U, (2.5) implies 
qB*uO) - @(B*u) B (f, 13*u” - B*u),, for all 0 E D( A lj2) 
or equivalently 
@( B*uO) - @( B*u) > (Bf, u” - U)H for all 0 o D( A Ii’). (2.6) 
From the definition of the subgradient and from (2.6) we infer 
z = Bf E a(@B*)u’. 
Next we prove the converse to (2.4), i.e., 
zEd(@B*)u”~zEB(cw)B*uo. (2.7) 
To prove (2.7), we first show that for any z E a(@B*)u’, there exists f E U’ 
such that 
z = BJ (2.8) 
Proof of (2.8). Notice first that 
d(@B*)uOc N(B*)L = R(B). (2.9) 
In fact, let u = u” +h, he D(A’12). Then for z~a(@B*)u’ (z, h) < 
@(B*)u’- @(B*)(u’- h) for all h E D(A l”). Let h E N(B*). Then (z, /;) < 
@(B*)u”=@(B*)uo=O. Also -HEN, hence -(z, h)<O, which implies 
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(z, A) = 0 for all I? E N(B*) proving (2.9). From (2.9) we obtain z = 
lim, -+ =, Bf,,, f, E U’. We shall prove that 
If, I U’ G c I4 D(A’:*)‘r C independent on n and z. (2.10) 
In fact, since ) Bfn ) Dca,,'Js G 2 IzI DcA~:~,, n > N,,, 
(fn. B*h), =(Bfn, A)H G2 M,(,q~ IND(,,tw,. (2.11) 
On the other hand 
(2.12) 
By the surjectivity of B* (Hypothesis (H-l)), for any 4, E U, there exists 
h, ED(A”‘) such that 4, = B*h, and 
h I DC,4’,2) G c IA I U’ 
Combining (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13) yields 
(2.13) 
If, I U’ = sup 
<fn, B*kz~,, 
dnE u Id”lLi 
which proves (2.10). 
From (2. lo), .f, + w f c U’. Since B: U + D(A1’2)’ is continuous, 
Bf, -,a Bf in D(ALi2)‘. On the other hand z=lim,,-,= Bfn; hence z= Bf 
proving (2.8). 
Now we are in a position to complete the proof of (2.7). Let 
z E d(@B*)u'. By the definition of the subgradient and by (2.8), 
(@B*)u'-(@B*)u2(z,u"-u),=(Bf,u'-u), (2.14) 
for some f E U' and all u E D(A ‘j2). We need to prove that f E a@( B*u") 
which is equivalent to showing that .f E U satisfies: 
@(B*v')-Qua (f, B*u'-u),,, for all u E U. (2.15) 
By using once more the surjectivity of B*, for any u E U, we take 
UED(A’~~) such that B*u = U. Thus from (2.14) (which holds for all 
UED(A’/~)) we obtain @(B*)d-@u> (f, B*u'-u),, for all UE U, which 
is equivalent to (2.15). The proof of Lemma 2.1 and hence of Theorem 2.1 
is thus completed. fl 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Assume (H-l). Then (A+ Ba(@)B* +I)-’ takes 
bounded sets in D(A”2)’ into bounded sets in D(A”2). 
Corollary 2.1 follows from standard properties of maximal monotone 
operators (see [B-l]) after noticing that A is coercive from D( A”2) + 
D(A”‘)‘. 
We shall return to Eq. (2.3). 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume (H-l). Let C: D(A112) x H+ 2D’A”2)xN be defined 
as 
(2.16) 
Then the operator C generates a nonlinear semigroup of contractions ecr on 
D(C). For all (yO, y,)~ D(C), the solution (y, y,) of (2.3) belongs to D(C). 
Proof It is enough to prove that C is maximal monotone on 
.(A”‘) x H. Clearly C is monotone. In fact for all (tl*, u2) E D(C) (hence 
ul, u2 E D( A’12)) we have 
= - (U2, u,)~~~I!~~ + (Au, + B a(@) B*u2, u*)~ 
= - (A”2~2, A”2~L)H + (Au,, ~2)~ + (&%o B*U,, U2)” 20. 
To prove maximal monotonicity, it is enough to show that 
Range(C+Z)= D(A”‘)x H. (2.17) 
Proof of (2.17). Let (f,, f2)ED(A”‘jx H. Consider 
Au, + B a(@) B*v2 + u2 - f2 3 0. 
Hence 
Ao,+Ba(@)B*(u,-f,)+u,-f,-f,gO. 
Set z=uI -f,. Thus 
Az+Ba(@)B*z+zsf,-Af,. (2.18) 
By Corollary 2.1, (A + B MB* + I)-’ takes bounded sets in D( A”‘)’ into 
bounded sets in D(A’12). Since f2 - Afi E D(A”‘)‘, there exists a solution 
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ZED(A”~) to (2.18). Thus tl, ED(A~‘~) and u2 oD(A’12)cH proving 
(2.17); hence the theorem. 1 
The next theorem deals with the compactness properties of R(A, C) 
where R(;1, C) stands for the resolvent of the operator C. Let us introduce 
another assumption 
(i) a@: U -+ 2”’ is compact, 
(ii) R(l, A): H -+ His compact. 
W-2) 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume (H-l) and (H-2). Then R(1, C): D(A’!‘)x H+ 
D(A ‘I’) x H is compact. 
Proof Without loss of generality we take 1= 1. Let u = R(l, C)f and 
let f = (fi, f2)E bounded set in D(A”‘)x H. It is enough to prove that ui, 
u2 E compact set in D(A1”2) x H. u 3 R( 1, C) f satisfies 
-v,+o, =f1 
Au, + B d@ B*u2 + u2 - f2 3 0 
(2.19) 
or equivalently 
Au2 + B a@ B*u2 + v2 - f2 + Af, 3 0. (2.20) 
Since - f2 + Af, E D(A’j2)’ by Corollary 2.1 we conclude u2 E bounded set 
in D(A”*). From (2.19), u, E bounded set in D(A112). On the other hand, 
from (2.20) and (2.19) 
-u, +A-‘(fi-u2)EA-‘Bd@B*02. (2.21) 
Since B* E.Y(D(A”‘); I/) by using assumption (H-2) we infer 
a(@) B*u2 E compact set in U’, and since A -‘BE L?( (I’ --, D(A”‘)), 
A -‘B d@ B*v, E compact set in D(A ‘12). (2.22) 
On the other hand, A -‘(f2 - u2) E bounded set in D(A), and by the com- 
pactness of R(;1, A) we obtain 
A-‘(f, - u2)e compact set in D(A”‘). (2.23) 
The assertion of the theorem follows now from (2.21). (2.22), and 
(2.23). 1 
Having established the conditions assuring the well posedness of the 
abstract inequality (2.3), we turn our attention to asymptotic behavior of 
the solutions. In fact, our abstract result in this direction is formulated in 
the theorem below: 
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THEOREM 2.4. Assume (H-l ) and (H-2). Then, for all ( yO, y l ) E D(C) 
(i) P(c) + I+T co in the strong topology of D(A”*) x H, where 
w-limit set is a compact subset of a sphere 
{~=(u~,~2};{l~--lo~A~~~~xH=r};r~I(yO,~L)-~ln~a~~2,~~;~~C~’(O)}. 
For (yO, y,)c D(C)), UC D(C). Furthermore ecrIz is an affine group of 
isometries. 
(ii) Assuming in addition 
(A u)uo =o=u=o for fEa(@)4 (H-3) 
and letting (:,(;IJ)-ecr(:;) with (z,, z,)~wc D(C) we have 
B*z,( t ) = 0 for all t > 0, (2.24) 
b(t)1 gjl,?, + Iz(t)lfj = Izol g:,&z, + Iz, 1;. (2.25) 
Remark 2.1. Notice that (2.24) implies z,, + Az + B M(O) 3 0. 
Proof. Since 0 E range C, and by Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, C is maximal 
monotone with compact resolvent, we can directly apply Theorem 4 in 
[D-S]. This gives part (i) of Theorem 2.4. As for part (ii), we notice first 
that z(t) satisfies 
z,,+Az+BMB*z,sO on D( A”*)’ 
z(0) = z(), z,(O)=z,. 
(2.26) 
Since (zO, z,) E D(C), 
z,( .) E C[OT; D(A”*)], B*z,( .)E C[OT;U], 
Az( .)E C[OT; D(A’j*)‘], B a@ B*z,( .)E C[OT; D(A”*)‘]. 
We multiply (2.26) by z,(t) and integrate from 0 to T (which procedure is 
ustified by the above regularity of the solution) to obtain 
lz,(T)lt, + IA”*4T)lt, +2 s,I MO, B*zt(t))u, 
= 1~11; + IA”*z& (2.27) 
wheref(r) E a(@) B*zJt) andfE C[OT; U’]. 
Since ecr(E is a group of isometries, we must have (2.25). Hence 
5 oTU-(l)l B*z,(f)),dt=O. 
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By the monotonicity of d@ 
(f(f), B*zl(f)>u, =o for all t E [0, r]. (2.28) 
Assertion (2.24) follows now by the virtue of our assumption (H-3). 1 
In the remaining two sections we shall show how to apply the abstract 
results of Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 to the wave equation and Euler-Bernoulli 
equations introduced in Section 1. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS TO THE WAVE EQUATION 
In the present section we shall consider feedback stabilization of the 
wave equation with boundary conditions of Dirichlet type (1.2) or of 
Neumann type (1.3). 
3.1. Dirichfer Case: Problem (l.l), (1.2) with F given b-v (1.9)(i) 
In order to apply the abstract results of Section 2, we need to refor- 
mulate problem (1.1) in the semigroup framework. To accomplish this, let 
the operator A: L,(Q) + L,(Q) be defined as 
Ay= Ay, y E 9(A) E H’(Q) n H;(Q). (3.1) 
It is well known that A is a self-adjoint, positive generator of an analytic 
semigroup on L,(B). We can also view the operator A as acting on 
9(A’12)’ (which coincides with H-‘(Q) where g(A”*)’ is the dual to 
$@(A”*) with respect to the topology induced by L,(Q)). In that case, A is 
continuous and coercive from L2(sZ) + 2(A)’ with respect to the inner 
product induced by 9(A’12)‘, i.e., (y, u)~(~L,z~. s (A-‘12y, A-1’2u)L2,Rj. If A 
is considered as acting from 9(A”*)’ + Q(A”“)‘, then after setting 
HEB(A”*)‘= H-‘(G), we have 
D(A”‘) = L,(Q) and 
(3.2) 
D(A”‘)’ = g(A)‘. 
Next, we define 
(I,, = L,(T,), U= H’j2(r,); then 
U’ = H -1’2(l-,). 
We construct function @: L,(T,) + R’ by the following formula 
(3.3) 
@(u) 3 Sr, Au) dr, if i(u)Eb(r~) a3 otherwise (3.4) 
with y=aj. 
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It is well known that @ is proper, convex, and lower semicontinuous on 
L2(rl). Moreover f~ a@(v) iff f(x)~~(u(x)). To define the operator B: 
U’ + D(A I/‘)’ we first define the “Dirichlet map” D: L2(r,) + L,(Q) by 
Dg=viffAo=O, ulro =o, VII-, = g. 
It is well known that 
DE L(H-“‘(T,); L,(Q)). (3.5) 
Now, we define B: H p1’2(r,) + 9(A)’ 
BurADu. (3.6) 
From (3.5), it follows that 
BEY(H-“~(~,); !9(A)‘)=Y(U’; D(A”2)‘). 
With the above notation we rewrite problem (1.1) ( 1.2) as 
y,,+Ay+ADd(@,Fy,30 on g(A)’ 
Y(O) = Yo E L,(Qn)* y,(O)=y, ED(A”‘)‘=H-l(Q). 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
To determine the stabilizing feedback Fin line with (2.2), we need to deter- 
mine the adjoint B*, i.e., in our case 
(Bu, u)mq, = (u, B*u),,,,,,, u E H - “2(r), u E L,(Q). 
This gives 
B*u = D*u, fJ E L2(Q), (3.9) 
where D* is the adjoint of D with respect o L, topology. 
On the other hand by using Green’s formula one can show that 
D*u= D*AAp’u=b A-‘u,T,. 
all 
(3.10) 
Collecting (3.9), (3.10), and (2.2) gives 
Fy,=D*y,=;A-‘y,,T,, Yt E L2G-4. (3.11) 
Therefore, system (3.8) with the stabilizing feedback F given by (2.2) takes 
the form 
y,,+Ay+ADa(@)D*~,,s0 on Q(A)’ 
y(0) = y, E L,(Q): y,(O) = y, E H -‘(sZ); 
(3.12) 
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or in the p.d.e. version 
ytt = AY, Y(O) = Yo EL*(Q), Y,(o)=Yl EH-W) 
YIP, +Y(WVA-‘Y,(x, t))30, XEZ-,, t>o (3.13) 
ylro =o. 
Below we shall state our main stability result for problem (3.13). Before we 
do this, let us formulate the following assumption, 
(a) foranyzEY(a),za>Owhenu#O, 
(b) a@ is compact from Hi/*( rl ) + H ~ I’*( rl ), 
(c) h(x)n < 0 on f, where h(x) - x-x’, x0 E R”, (A-1) 
and n is outward normal to f-,, 
(d) h(x)naOonf,. 
THEOREM 3.1. (i) For any initial conditions (yo, yl)e L,(B) x H-‘(Q), 
there exists a unique solution of (3.13), (y, y,) E C[Or L,(O) x H-‘(Q)]. 
(ii) Zf in addition we assume that assumptions (A-l) (a)-(c) hold 
and that y(O) = 0 then the solution (y, y,) decays to zero when t + 00 in 
the strong topology of L,(Q) x H -‘(a) for any initial conditions in 
L,(Q) x H-‘(Q). 
Remark 3.1. By using Sobolev imbeddings one can show (see [L-2] ) 
that assumption (A-l)(b) holds in the following situations 
(a) dim Q = 1. 
(b) dimQ=2; for KEY, IyI<C1 lulp+C2 foranypa0. (3.14) 
(c) dimQ=3; for YEY(U), IyI<C, lulp+C2, p<3. 
Remark 3.2. In the linear case, when y(u) = au, stability of (3.13) has 
been considered in [L-T-4]. It was shown in [L-T-4] that with r. = {0}, 
solutions to (3.13) (with y(u) = u) decay exponentially to zero in 
L,(Q) x H -l(Q), provided certain geometric conditions are imposed on Q 
(a sufficient condition is that 52 is strictly convex). In the absence of 
geometric conditions, it was proved in [L-T-4] that the solutions (y, y,) 
decay to zero in the strong topology. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Part (i) of Theorem 3.1 will follow from 
Theorem 2.2 once we establish 
(i) the validity of hypothesis (H-l), 
(ii) the density of D(C) in L,(G) x H-‘(Q). 
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Verification of(H-1). By (3.5) and (3.9), B*EY(&(SZ); H”*(f,)). Thus 
we need only to show that (see (3.9)) 
D* is surjective from L,(Q) onto H”*(T,). (3.15) 
In fact, letting p E A -‘v and recalling (3.10) we obtain 
D%=~p. all (3.16) 
From surjectivity of the trace operator we infer that for any UE H”*(f ,), 
there exists p E H*(Q) such that p 1 r= 0, (ap/aq)I r, = U. Thus p E D(A). To 
complete the proof of (3.15) it is enough to take v =&EL,(Q). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let C be given by (2.16) with A, B, H, U, U, as above. Then 
D(C)=L*(Q)x H-‘(Q). 
Proof: We first show that 
H;(Q) x WC D(C), (3.17) 
where we {wEL*(Q); w = Af for all f E 9(A) and such that 
wwfh, =w. 
In fact, let (v,, V*)E HA(Q)x W. To assert (3.17), it is enough to prove 
that 
fi = -u* + 01 EL*(Q) (3.18) 
and that there exists f2 E H-‘(Q) such that 
-f2 E Av, + AD a(@) D*v,. (3.19) 
Statement (3.18) is obvious. As for (3.19) we simply notice that v2 E W 
implies 
D*v, =zA-Iv,,,, =O. 
au 
Thus 
-f2 E Au, + AD a(@)(O) = A(v, + D a(@)(O)) 
is equivalent to saying that Au, = f2, provided 
(3.20) 
u,lr +aqo)30. (3.21) 
Since V, 1 f = 0 and 0 E y(O), (3.21) holds. Therefore f2 = Au, E H-‘(Q) = 
9(A”*)‘, proving (3.19). Since HA(Q) is dense in L*(Q), to complete the 
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proof of the lemma, we need to show that W= H-‘(O). By the density of 
L*(Q) in H-‘(Q), it is enough to prove that for all WE L,(G), there exists 
W, E W such that 
1 w, - wlH-L(Q, -+o. (3.22) 
On the other hand, from standard elliptic theory, for any w E L*(Q), there 
eixsts f~ g(A) such that w = AJ: Since f E 22(A) = HA(Q) n H*(Q), we can 
find fn E HA(Q) n H*(Q) and (a/Jq) f, I r, = 0 such that 
Ilf -fn II H;(n) + 0. 
Let w, =Af,. Obviously w, E Wand by (3.23) 
(3.23) 
IU’-wnlHmI(Q, = IA(f-f,)l,-I,,,<C If-fnI”&Q, +o as desired. 
To prooe part (ii) of the theorem we shall apply Theorem 2.4. Notice first 
that all the requirements of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied. In fact, the validity 
of (H-l ) was shown before and (H-2) and (H-3) are equivalent to (A-l ) 
(a), (b). Thus by Theorem 2.4 we conclude that for ( yO, yl) E D(C) 
(Y(f), v,(t)) f--rm. o in the strong topology of L,(Q) x H-‘(Q) (3.24) 
Moreover, by (2.24) (see also Remark 2.1), (3.9), and (3.10) (z,,z,)E 
o c D(C) are characterized as the initial conditions for the following 
problem: 
z,, = AZ, z(o)=%, z,(O) = ZI 
zlf-, =o, $A-%I., =o (3.25) 
zir, +y(O)30. 
Our aim is to prove that o = (O}, i.e., z,, = z, =O. To accomplish this 
we let JI(~)-A-‘z,. Since (z,, z,) E D(C), z, E C[OT; L,(G)] and PE 
C[OT; g(A)]. Thus, by (3.25) and by the assumption y(O) = 0, 
(i) pII = AP, p(O)=/‘z,, P,(O) = zo 
(ii) plT=O (3.26) 
a 
(iii) --pII-, =O. 
aq 
The inequality below is a key element in proving that the w-limit set 
consists only of the zero element. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let p(t) be the solution to (3.26)(i), (ii). Define E(t) = 
lP(Mf&2) + IPr(fG2, - - E(0). Then there exists a constant Cn > 0 such 
that 
where .X, = f, x OT, Z, = r, x OT. 
Assume for a moment the validity of Lemma 3.2. Then, by using bound- 
ary conditions in (3.26)(iii) and assumption (A-l)(c) we infer 
(T - C,) E(0) < 0, hence E(0) = 0. Consequently A --‘z, = 0 and z0 = 0 
which in turn implies z0 =zI =O and o= (0) for (yO, ~,)ED(C). In order 
to extend the result for all (y,, yl)~LZ(!Z) x H-‘(Q), we use the result of 
Lemma 3.1 combined with a standard density argument and with the fact 
that ecf is a contraction on L2(sZ) x H-‘(R). Thus to complete the proof 
of the theorem we need to prove the lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. We shall use the multipliers method used in [L-3, 
L-L-T]. We multiply both sides of Eq. (3.26)(i) h Vp and we integrate by 
parts over Q z Sz x OT. This yields: 
; IQ Cbtl’ - lW21 dQ + 1; IW* dQ 
= -~~=,V~,‘hn+~=~h.Vpd=-~*p,hV~d*lT. (3.28) 
0 
Here Z=f xOT. 
We multiply (3.26) by p and we integrate by parts over Q. This gives 
j 
Q 
ClW2-b,121dQ= -I,wf- 
0 
From (3.28) and (3.29) we obtain 
Using boundary conditions in (3.26)(i) and conservation of energy we 
conclude: there exists Cn >O such that 
(T-C,)E-1 
zo 
IVp12hn<(L, lVpl*hndZ, 
which implies (3.27). The proof of Theorem 3.1 is thus completed. 1 
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3.2. Neumann Case: Problem (l.l), (1.3) with F Given by 1.9(n) 
Let the operator A: &(a) + L,(Q) be defined as 
Ay= Ay, ye9(A)={y~H,(R);y/&=O, #=O}. 
We set 
Thus 9(A’12) = D(A’j2) = Hk,JB) and D(A’j2)’ = (Hi&Q)) where 
H;&Q)= {y-‘(Q); vlro = 0} with the topology induced by H’(Q). 
Similarily as in the Dirichlet case we define U, E L2(T1 ), U E H “‘(I’, ). 
Then U’ = H ~ “‘(ri). To define the operator B: U’ + D(A’/2)’ we intro- 
duce the Neumann map N: L2(r,) + L,(Q) defined as 
Ng=u iff Au=O, u/r, =o, a -ulf, =g. 
aq 
It is well known that 
NEY(H~“~(~,); H;@2)). (3.31) 
Now we define B: H P”2(T,)+ (Hi&Q)‘) by Bu= ANu. From (3.21) it 
follows that 
Bdf’(H-“2(f,);D(A”2)‘=(H;,(Q))‘). 
With the function a(u) given by (3.4), we are now in a position to give an 
abstract version of the Neumann problem (1.1) and ( 1.3), 
y,,+Ay+ANa@Fy,sO on (Hi-,(W) 
~(0) = Y, E HkJQ), Y,(o)= Yl EL2W). 
(3.32) 
Since B*u = N*Av, u E H&(Q) where N* is adjoint of N with respect o the 
L2 topology and N*Av = u) r,, problem (3.32) with the dissipative feed- 
back given by (2.2), takes the form 
y,, + Ay + AN a@N*Ay, 3 0 
or in the p.d.e. version 
Y,, = AY, ~(0) = yo E H;,,(Q), Y,(O) = Y I E L,(Q) 
y I ro = 0 (3.33) 
$ Ir, + Y(Y,(X, t)) 3 0, x E I-, ) t > 0. 
The theorem below states our main stability results for problem (3.33). 
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THEOREM 3.2. (i) For any initial conditions (yO, y,)~ Hk&SZ) x L2(Q), 
there exists a unique solution of (3.33) (y, y,) E C[OT; H;,,(Q) x L*(Q)]. 
(ii) Zf in addition we assume that assumptions (A-l)(ak(d) hold, then 
for any (yo, Y,) E H&,(Q) x L,(Q), (y(t), Y,(O) -, ,+ Jci OJ in the strong topol- 
w of Hi-,W)xL2(Q) where o~{(z~,z,); IVzol~,~~~+lz~IZ,,~~~~~oC~~ 
with y,, = max, E y(,-,I 1x1 and C, a constant which depends only on the 
geometry of Q (not on the norm of initial data y,, y,). 
From Theorem 3.2 we obtain the following 
COROLLARY 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, if y(O) = 0 then 
(Y(t)? Y,(O)~ 0 in H:,(Q) x L,(Q) 
for any initial conditions in H:,(Q) x L,(Q). 
Remark 3.3. It is well known that assumption (A-l)(c), (d) is satisfied 
for “star-shaped” domains. Moreover, in the case when y(0) =0 one can 
show (see [L-4]) that the strong stability of the solutions holds if we 
assume only (A-l)(a)-(c). 
Remark 3.4. The class of nonlinearities y(y), for which (A-l)(b) is in 
force is the same as listed in Remark 3.1. 
Remark 3.5. The constant C, in Theorem 3.2 can be estimated by 
C, =imes f, .[C,(n- l)+Jci(n- 1)+4/p], 
where c,, is such that 
and p > 0 satisfies 
14’1 Lz(l-,) 6 co IVYL,cn, 
(x-xO)n(x)-p Ix-x01 >O on r,. 
Remark 3.6. In the linear use, the exponential decay of the solutions to 
(3.33) under the geometric condition (A-l)(c), (d) has been established in 
[Ch-l] (see also [L-2] for more general geometric onditions). In the non- 
linear case, problem (3.33) has been studied in the one-dimensional case 
(i.e., 52 = (0, 1)) by Chen in [Ch-21. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Similarly as in the Dirichlet case, we shall apply 
to (3.33) Theorem 2.2, once we establish the validity of (H-l) and we prove 
that D(C) = H k&Q) x L,(Q). Hypothesis (H-l), in our case, is equivalent 
to showing that N*Au = u ( f, is surjective from H k,(Q) + H”‘(T, ). This, 
however, follows from the well-known surjectivity of the trace operator. 
The density of the D(C) is established in the following 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let C be given by (2.16) with A, B, H, U as above. Then 
D(C) = H;$2) x L,(Q). 
Proof: It is enough to prove that 
5@(A) x H;(Q) c D(C). (3.34) 
Then the assessment of the lemma will follow from the density of 
9(A) x HA(O) in H&(Q) x L*(Q). To establish (3.34) we need to show that 
with v, Ed, v2 E HA(Q) 
(a) -v2 + vI E HA@) 
(b) A(v, + Nd(@) N*Av,) # (0) in L,(Q). 
(3.35) 
Statement (3.25)(a) is obvious. As for (3.35)(b), since N*Av, = v2( rl = 0, 
(3.35)(b) is equivalent to 
Au, E L,(Q) (3.36) 
(notice that (a/aq)v, 1 r, =O, hence (a/@)~, E &B(O)). On the other hand, 
(3.36) follows directly from the regularity of vi. 
Direct application of Theorem 2.4 to our problem (3.33) yields the 
conclusions of part (i) in Theorem 3.2. As for part (ii), we shall use 
Theorem 2.4. Since in view of (A-l)(a), (b) all the requirements of 
Theorem 2.4 are satisfied, we conclude that 
(v(t), v,(t)) w 0 in H k&Q) x L2(Q) 
for all initial conditions (yO, y,)eD(C). 
Moreover by (2.24) and (2.25) elements (zO, Z,)EO c D(C) are charac- 
terized by the following relations: 
z,, = AZ, z(0) = zo, z,(O) = ZI 
z/r, =o 
z,ir, =o 
r+y(O)30 drl on r, 
Idt)l &aw, + Iz,(t)l t,(n) = I% I &41!2) + Iz1 I &2). 
(3.37) 
The lemma below characterizes our w-limit set. 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let p(t) be a solution of 
~,r = A P, 
PIT, =o, Prlf, =o, (3.38) 
IPWl&,4~~2, + IPit) 2( : a) = lp(W&a~~~, + I~r(O)lZ,cn, = E. 
Then there exists a constant C, > 0 and p > 0 such that 
(T- C,)E- lx0 l$l’ hndT,+[ [IVpI’hn-IhVp12pld~, 
<ijz,($)‘dZ, +~[~=,~~)2d~,]1~2~c.l”ll, (3.39) 
uvhere the constant c0 is given in Remark 3.5. 
Assuming for a moment the validity of Lemma 3.4, we shall prove the 
theorem. We select p > 0 such that 
h-n- Ihl*paO on r (3.40) 
(this can be done in view of assumption (A-l)(d)). Then Lemma 3.4 
applied to (3.38) (after making use of assumption (A-l)(c)) yields: there 
exists CQ > 0 such that for any p > 0 which satisfies (3.40), the following 
inequality holds 
T 
(T-C,)E<-mes r,~~+~y,(mes f1)1’2 Tc,(n- 1). (3.41) 
P 
By letting T -+ CG 
E< 
mes I- 
d yi + fi y,(mes r,)li2 cO(n - 1). 
P 
Hence 
mes I-, 
E<Yiy [cO(n - 1) + ci(n - 1)’ + 4/p12 = yOCn, 
where E= Iz,,I&~M,+ Iz, I&,. 
This proves part (ii) of Theorem 3.2 for (z,, z,)~wcD(C), i.e., for 
(Y,, .Yl) E NC) ( since the w-limit sets of initial conditions in D(C) belong 
to D(C). To extend the result to all limit sets w in H;,(Q) x L2(Q), we use 
a standard density argument combined with the fact that ec’ is a contrac- 
tion. Thus, to complete the proof of Theorem 3.2 we need to establish the 
validity of Lemma 3.4. 
505 79.2-12 
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Proof of Lemma 3.4. To prove the lemma, we shall use the multipliers 
technique. To this end, we multiply both sides of Eq. (3.38) by Vp . h(x) 
and we integrate from 0 to T. This leads to 
IP:I de-IQ IVPI’~~]+J~ IVp12de+~~LlVA2hn~~ 
=(p,(T), h.Vp(T)),,o, -(PSO)JVP(O))L~,~, 
(3.42) 
On the other hand, multiplying (3.38) by p and integrating from 0 to T 
yields 
i; I~,l”dp-~~ lVp12dQ 
= (P,(T), P(T)),,,,, - (p,(O), p(O)),,,,, - ~ $ p dz. I (3.43) 
Combining (3.42) and (3.43) and noticing that p, I rl = 0 and p ( I-, = 0 
gives 
f lVp12~Q+~{zlVA2hn~~ 
Q 
=; (pt(O), y(O)),,,,, -; (P,(T), P(T)),,~,, 
+ (p,(T), h .VP(T))W) -(P,(O), h VP(O))W~ 
(3.44) 
From (3.43) and (3.44) we obtain 
[ 
Q 
IVp12dQ+~ 
Q 
Ip,12dQ+/z IVPI*hnd~ 
=(n-l)j-$pdz+(n--I)(p,(O),p(O)),,,,, 
-(n - l)(p,(T), p(T)),,,,, + 2(p,(T), h .Vp(T)),,w 
-2(pt(O)> hVp(O),,o, +2/z$h.Vpd.X (3.45) 
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Since on f,, we have 
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and h.VplT, =hn$ 
we obtain 
fQ lVA2dQ+jQ l~~12~Q-~=~(~)2hndZo+~=, lVP12hnd~, 
= (n - 1 )(P,(O), Y(O)),,,,, - (n - 1 )(P,(T), P(T)),,o, 
+W,(T)v h.Vp(T)),,,n, -~(P,(~),~.VP(O)),,,,, 
+25,,~h.Vpd~,+(n-l)~=,~pd~,. (3.46) 
Using the notation IVpl &, + Ip, I L2CRi = E and upperbounding the first 
four terms on the right-hand side of (3.46) by CE, we obtain 
IVp12 hn dC, 
<CE+2 
s 
*h.VpdZ, +(n-l)fZ 
zI all 
$pdL,. (3.47) 
I 
Now (3.39) follows from (3.47) after using the inequalities 
&<a’+pb2 
‘P 4 
forany p>O 
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS TO THE PLATE EQUATIONS 
Here we shall consider feedback stabilization of Euller-Bernoulli 
equations, i.e., problem (1.4) with boundary conditions (lSk( 1.8). 
4.1. Feedback in the Neumann and Dirichlet Boundary Conditions 
In this subsection we shall discuss feedback stabilization through the 
control acting either in the Neumann or in the Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. We shall start with the Neumann case. 
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4.1.1. Neumann feedback-problems ( 1.4), ( 1.5), with F given b-y 
(l.S)(iii). In order to represent (1.4), (1.5) in the semigroup form, we 
introduce the linear, self-adjoint, positive operator A: L*(Q) + L,(Q) given 
by 
Ay- A’y, y~?2(A)= ~EH~(Q);JJ,~=$ r=O . 
{ I I 
We set H=9(A”2)‘= H P2(Q) (see [G-l]). As in the Dirichlet case for 
the wave equation, we can view A as acting: 9(A”2)’ + g(A”‘*)‘. If this 
is the case, L,(Q) coincides with D(A”2); thus D(A”‘)= L,(Q) and 
D(A”‘)’ =52’(A)‘. 
Define next 
uo = L,(O, U= H3j2(l-), U’ = H P3’2(f ). 
Let the function @: H3”2(r) + R’ be defined as in (3.4). Next, we introduce 
the “Green map” G, : L2(r) + L,(Q) 
G,u-u iff A’v=O, v1r=o, au r=u. 
Jll 
It is well known that 
G, E Y(H -3:2(r); L2(Q)) n 27L,(Q); H3’2(sZ)). (4.1) 
Let B: H P3’2(r) + D(A”2)’ be given as 
Bu= AG,u. (4.2) 
BY (4.1), 
BEY(H-~~‘(T); 22J(A)‘)=Y(U’;D(A”2)‘). (4.3) 
We compute B*, where (Bu, u)~(~I..z,, = (u, B*L~)~~(~,). In fact, by applying 
Green’s formula one obtains: 
B*v=G:v=G,AA-‘v=AA~‘v~~, (4.4) 
where Gi” is the adjoint of G, with respect to the L, topologies. With the 
above notation we are in a position to rewrite (1.4), (1.5) in the abstract 
form as 
y,+Ay+AG,J@Fy,sO on a’( A)‘, 
y(O) = y, EL,(Q), y,(O) = y, E g(A”‘*)’ = H -‘(s-2). 
(4.5) 
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If we choose the “stabilizing” feedback in agreement with (2.2) (i.e., 
F=B*), then (4.5) becomes 
yt,+Ay+AG,&DG:yr~O on 9?(A)’ (4.6) 
or in the “p.d.e.” version 
yt, = -d2y, Y(O) = 4’0 EL,(Q), Y,(O) = yt E H-‘(Q) 
yJr=O (4.7) 
Before we formulate our main results for problem (4.7), we shall introduce 
the following assumption: 
(a) foranyzEy(U),zU>Owhenu#O. 
(b) d@ (@ defined by (3.4)) is compact from H3”(f) + H-3/2(r). 
(c) h.n>,y,>OonIY (A-2) 
THEOREM 4.1. (i) For any initial conditions (yo, yl)~L2(Q) x H-‘(Q), 
there exists a unique solution (y, y,) of (4.7) such that (y, y,)~ C[OT; 
L,(Q) x H-2(n)]. 
(ii) Zf in addition we assume that (A-2)(a), (b) hold then for (y,, yL) E 
L,(Q) x H -2w) (Y, Y,) + I--t ~ o in the strong topology of L2(52) x Hp2(Q) 
where w E B(0, y. R,) with R, > 0 independent on the norm of the initial 
conditions; i.e., (z,, Z~)EW are such that (z~I~,,~, + (z,\;-+~, < Riyi. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, if we uddi- 
tionully assume that y. = 0, then (y, y,) + , _ % 0 in the strong topology of 
L2(Q) x H-‘(Q). 
Remark 4.1. Assumption (A-2)(b) holds provided 
(a) dim Q < 4, 
(b) dimQ=4and ly(u)l<Cl~l~+Dforanyp. 
In fact, by the Sobolev imbedding, H3j2(f) c L,,(f) when dim Q =4. 
Hence a@ takes bounded sets in H3’2(r) into L,(T) and the assessment of 
Remark 4.1 follows from compact injection of H3’*(f) in L2(f ). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. To prove Theorem 4.1, we shall apply the results 
of abstract Theorems 2.2 and 2.4. To this end, we need to verify Hypothesis 
(H-l) and establish the density of D(C) in L,(Q) x H-‘(Q). 
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LEMMA 4.1. 
B* is surjective from L,(Q) onto H312(f) 
(notice that B* E 2(L2(Q); H31Z(r)) follows from (4.3)). 
D(C) is dense in L,(0) x H - ‘(B), where the operator C: 
L,(Q) x H m2(Q) --) (L,(Q) x H-*(a)) is dejked by (2.16) 
with A, B, @ as above. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Proof of (4.8). From (4.4), B*v= AA-‘vl,. Let pi A -‘v and let 
Apl f = UE H-“‘(T). By the surjectivity of the trace operator, we infer that 
for any u E H3’*(r), there exists p E H4(Q) such that Apl r = u, p] r = 
(ml) PI r = 0. Thus p E g(A) and we define v = Ap E L2(sZ). Therefore for 
any u E H”*(T), there exists v E L,(Q) such that B*v = II which proves the 
desired surjectivity of B*. 
Proof of(4.9). Let WE {vEL,(Q); B*v=AA-‘vl,=O). Since 5?(A) is 
dense in L,(Q) it is enough to verify that 
52(A) x WC D(C), (4.10) 
W is dense in H -*(!2). (4.11) 
To this end, let (v, , v2) E S?(A) x W. To assert that (v,, v2) E D(C) we must 
show 
(aj -v2 + V, E L2(J2) 
(b) A(v, + G, a(@) AA-%, I,-)# (0) in H--*(Q). 
(4.12) 
On the other hand, since AA-lo, I,- =0 and (~Y/aq)u, I r=O, 
(~?/aq)v, + a@(O)~0 and -A2v, E A(v, + G, a@(O)) where A*v, E 
L,(Q) c Hd2(Q) which proves (4.12b). Statement (4.12)(a) is obvious. 
To prove (4.11) let p E A - ‘Y. Then 
For any z E H -2(Q) = $S(A’12)‘, there exists p E g(A”*) such that z = Ap. 
On the other hand p can be approximated in the Hi(B) norm with 
pn ES?(A) and such that Ap,( r= 0. For any PE g(A”“) there exists 
pn E Q(A) such that Ap, I r= 0 and 
IP-PnInf~n)=lP-PnI~(A~‘.2,-‘0, n+co. (4.13) 
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This is so because p E Q(A “‘) implies already (see [G-l] ) that 
pj r = (a/aq) pj,- = 0. The rest follows from the density of the set 
(u: u E H4(sZ) duj I‘ = 0) in H2(Q). Consequently, z E H-‘(Q) can be 
approximated by the elements u, - Ap, c W, since p, E g(A) and 
Ap,I r=O. Moreover by (4.13) 
Iz--nIH-2(R) = IJP- P”)lW’(c?) = HP- Pn)lWd4 
= IA’qp - pn)l~(ali2) + 0, n --* 0. 
The proof of (4.11) and hence of (4.9) and of Lemma 4.1 is thus 
completed. 1 
Having proved (4.8) and (4.9) we are in a position to apply Theorem 2.2 
to (4.5) which gives us assessement (i) of Theorem 4.1. As for part (ii) of 
Theorem 4.1 we refer the reader to Theorem 2.4. Notice that assumption 
(H-2) of Theorem 2.4 is automatically satisfied as it is equivalent to 
(A-2)(b). Thus for all initial conditions (yO, Y~)E D(C) 
(y(t), y,(t)) I--rs OJ in L,(Q) x Hmm’(Q). (4.14) 
Moreover by (2.24) and (2.25) the elements of the o-limit set 
(z,, z,) E w c D(C) are characterized by the following relations: 
Zt, = -A’z, z(0) = zo, z,(O) = z1 
z(r=O 
on r 
AA - ‘z, I ,- = 0 
Iz(t)l2,,w, + lZ,(~)lH-qR, = lzolZ2,n) + IZ,lW’,Q). 
Define 
p(t) = A-‘z,(t). (4.15) 
Since z(t)eD(C), z,(t)~G2(A”~)‘; p(t)~9(A”~) and plr = (a/@)p=O. 
Moreover 
pit =A-IZ,,, E -A-‘(AZ, +AGl a@(o))E -Ap-G, &D(O). 
Hence p( 1) satisfies 
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(i) plr = -d2p - G, U, for any u E &D(O), lu(t, .x)1 ,< y0 
a 
(ii) PI~=TPI~=O 
OrI (4.16) 
(iii) dpl, =0 
(iv) Ip( 9(Aq + b,(t) + G, u(f)1 Lo = IP(ONOW~ + IP,(O)+ Q42,m. 
The term Gru, in (4.16) should be understood in the following “weak” 
sense: 
- oT (G, 4th d(t))L,(n, dt s 
= (G,, u, 4) wJi-- joT (GI 4th 4r)~z(nj dt forall ~EH’(Q). 
The lemma below plays the crucial role in the characterization of w-limit 
sets. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let p(f) satisfy (4.16)(i), (ii), (iv), and let E(t)= 
IP( &aq + IP,(t)l t2w 
Then there exist constants CA, Ci depending only on the geometry of Q 
such that 
(T- C,i) E(O)< C:, 
[ 
J1, Ap2 dz+ l4&,r;;Lm, + blt~~~, I . (4.17) 
Assuming for a moment the validity of Lemma 4.2, we shall prove the 
theorem. Applying (4.17) to (4.16) and making use of the boundary condi- 
tions (4.16)(iii) yields: 
(T- Cb) E(0) < Ci Tmes T,yi. 
After taking the limit as T + co 
E(O)<ChmesT,y& 
or 
I P(O)1 a(A1:2) + I P,(O)I tzcR, G Ci mes rl 7:. 
From (4.15) 
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Since G, E 55(&(f); H”‘(Q)), IG,u(O)l&, < Cyi mes f; 
(4.18) 
where we recall that (zO, Z,)EWC D(C). 
Statements (4.14) and (4.18) yield the desired conclusions of part (ii) of 
Theorem4.1 for (yO, yI)~D(C). To extend the result to all (yO, Y~)E 
L, x H-2’R’, we use a standard density argument (see (4.31)) combined 
with the fact that ecf is a contraction. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. To prove the lemma we shall use the “multipliers” 
technique as in [L-3]. To this end, multiply both sides of (4.16)(i) by 
h .Vp, integrate from 0 to T, integrate by parts, and use the boundary 
conditions (4.16)(ii). This gives 
+ j (G,u,hVp,)de+J; h.n I~PI~~~ 1 .Q 
By using (4.16)(iv) and equivalence of the norms 
IYI 2(a’,*l - IdYlL2,R,9 for y E 5@(A ‘I’), 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
we upperbound the first three terms on the right side of (4.19) by 
I PI I ;,(OT:L#2,) + IVPI :,,OT:L2w2), + I PI tmL#2H 
G C&W’) + IG, ~1 L,(oT:L~,R),  . (4.21) 
As for the fifth term of RHS of (4.19), we apply divergence theorem 
(4.22) 
where E > 0 can be taken arbitrary small. 
Notice that in (4.22) we have used (4.16)(ii) and the regularity of G, (see 
(4.1)) so VG, is bounded from L,(T) into (L,(Q)]. 
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Combining (4.19), (4.21), and (4.22) yields 
n-2 
-s, j CIPr12- I4421 dQ+J-Q j E(t)@ 2 
Next we multiply (4.16)(i) by p, we use the boundary conditions for p, and 
we integrate by parts over Q. This gives 
Sf CI~PI~- IP,I’I dQ Q 
G C,CJw) + I4 2L,,0T;L2(I-)) + IUI t*(r) +E IP&l. (4.24) 
Combining (4.23) and (4.24), and taking E small we obtain 
s E(t) dQ G Cn Q [ 
E(O) + I4:,~~~ + 14:,co~:L2cr,j +Jz IdpI 1 . (4.25) 
From (4.16)(iv) and (4.20) we obtain 
-c2 I&(oT;L2(r,)) G E(t) - E(O) G c, I4 zL,,OT:L*,I-,)) 
for some positive constants C,, C2. Thus 
Combining (4.25) and (4.26) yields 
E(O)( T- c;, < c:, 
D z 
I~PIL + l4t,(,, + 14tm(OT;L*,r)) 1 
which is the desired result (4.17). 1 
(4.26) 
Remark 4.2. If we exercise the control only on the portion of the 
boundary r,, i.e., if we consider 
Ylr=O 
aY -++(dA-+I)30 
a? 
on fi 
ay 
F& r. =O, 
r, =r --l-I 
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then the result of Theorem 4.1 remains valid under the assumption h . n < 0 
on f,. 
4.1.2. Dirichlet feedback-Problem (1.4)-( 1.6) with F defined by 
(1.9)(iv). Here the generator A and LB(A) are defined as in the subsection 
4.1.1. To represent (1.4) with the boundary conditions (1.6) in the semi- 
group form, we set 
HE9(A3’4)‘= (H3(f2)nH;(Q))’ (CG-11); 
u” = L,(f ), iJ- H3’2(f), hence U’= Hp3’*(f). 
If A is viewed as acting 9(A314)’ -+ 9(A314)‘, then (see [G-l]) 
D(A l’*) = Q(A ‘i4)’ = H ~ ‘(Q) and D(A”*)‘E~(A~/~)‘. 
To incorporate the effect of the boundary conditions, we introduce the 
operator G2: L,(F) + L,(Q) given by 
G,u=viffA*o=O, uIr=u, 
L?U 
)rlr 
= 0. 
It is well known that 
G, E Y(H -3’2(l-); H-‘(Q)). (4.27) 
Next we shall define the operator B: U’ + D(A”*)’ by setting 
Bu = AG, u. (4.28) 
Since S2J(A1’4) coincides with HA(Q), concurrently 9(A”4)’ coincides with 
H-‘(Q), and one can easily check that 
BE~‘(H-~‘*(~);~(A~‘~)‘). (4.29) 
and that 
B* E 9’(~2(A”~)‘; H3’*(I’)), where (Bu, ~)~(p~, = (u, B*u),,(,-,, 
is given by 
B*v = G:A -‘!*u = G;AA -3120 = -& AA -312u, (4.30) 
where G; is the adjoint to G2 in the L, topology. Thus our feedback 
system (1.4), (1.6) with F given by (2.2) takes the form, 
yI, + AY + AG, aa G:A -Li*y, 3 0 
y(O) = y, E T~(A”~)‘, y,(O) = y, E 9(A3’4)’ 
(4.31) 
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or in the p.d.e. version 
ytr = - A2y 
yl,-+y on I- 
+ 
&. 
=o 
Y(o)=YoEH-‘(Q), Y,(O) = 1’1 E(H3(Q) f-J fGW)‘. 
Well posedness and stability results for (4.32) are formulated below. 
(4.32) 
THEOREM 4.2. (i) For all initial conditions (y, yo) E H -‘(a) x 9(A314)‘, 
the solution (y, y,) of (4.32) is strongly continuous in C[Oc 
H-‘(Q) x (H3(S2) n H;(Q))‘]. 
(ii) If in addition we assume that (A-2)(at(c) hold then 
(Yv Y,) + ,--tio o in the strong topology of H-‘(Q) x (H3(Q)n Hi(Q))‘, 
for all initial conditions in the same space. Moreover, w E B(0, Roy,) 
where R, > 0 depends only on 52 and B(0, r) is a ball in 
H-‘(Q) x (H3(Q) n Hi(Q))’ with a radius r. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Under the assumption of Theorem 4.2, if y. = 0 then 
(y, y,) + 0 when I + cx, for all initial conditions in H-‘(Q) x 9(A3j4)’ E 
H ~ l(Q) x (H’(Q) n Hi(R))‘. 
Remark 4.3. Sufficient conditions for (A-2)(b) to hold are given in 
Remark 4.1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we need to 
verify the validity of (H-l) and we need to assert the density of the domain 
of the operator C. 
LEMMA 4.3, 
B* given by (4.30) is surjectivefrom H-‘(Q) onto H3j2(r). (4.33) 
D(C) is dense in H-‘(Q) x 9(A314)‘. (4.34) 
Since the arguments used for the proof of Lemma 4.3 are conceptually similar 
to those used for Lemma 4.1, we shall provide only a brief sketch. 
Proof of (4.33). Let p E Ae312v. Then B*v = (a/aq) Ap. By the surjec- 
tivity of the traces, for any UE H”‘(T), there exists PE H’(a), such that 
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Since p~g(A’+‘!~), IU(~-I(~, = ~A’+“~pl~~(~) = IPIH~Q) which proves 
(4.33) 
Proof of (4.34). It is enough to show that 
9(A)x WcD(C) 
and 
where 
W is dense in 9( A314)‘, 
(4.35) 
(4.36) 
d 
WE UEL (52): - AA-%( 
1 
2 
all 
=o 
1 
r . 
Proof of (4.35) follows along the same lines as the proof of (4.10). As for 
(4.36), we notice first that every element UE 9(A3j4) can be approximated 
in 9(A3’4) by p, EB(A~:~) and such that (a/&~) ApI,- =O, i.e., 
I~Lipp,l~f,4~~4j -07 + dp,lr=O, pn E qA3!2). (4.37) 
This is so, because the topology of 9(A3j4) does not recognize boundary 
conditions on p. Let ZES?(A~~~)‘; then z= A3j2u, UE???(A~/~). For each 
u E 9(A314), we select sequence pn as in (4.37). Then we define u, E A3’*p,,. 
Clearly u, E L,(Q), (8/8~) AA -3’2c~,) r = 0; thus u, E W. Moreover 
Ii- u,I~,~I.~,. = IA3,‘2(~,- pn)lDta’a,, = IA314(u - p,)I L,(Q) -+ 0 
in virtue of (4.37). The proof of Lemma 4.3 is thus completed. 
As in subsection 4.11, part (i) of Theorem 4.3 follows directly now from 
Theorem 2.2 combined with Lemma 4.3. As for part (ii), from Theorem 2.4 
we conclude that 
(IIT .Y:r)-+m in H-‘(Q) x (5?(f13’“))‘, 
where (z,, zt) E w E D(C) are characterized (see (2.24), (2.25)) as the initial 
conditions of the solution to the following inverse problem: 
zrr = - n2z, z(0) = zo, z,(O) = z, 
ilj-+7(0)30 
C?Z 
&r 
=o 
;AA-“‘z,l,=O 
(4.38) 
Iz(t)l;,AL4,, + IZ,(f)l&,+,’ = IZ&,A1.4,. + IZ,I~(A’~,.. 
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If we set p(t) = A -3’2.z,, then (4.38) is equivalent to 
(i) P,! = --d*p - A -“*G2~,, u E &D(O), lu(x, t)l < yO, 
(ii) plr=~plr=O, 
To characterize p(O) and p,(O), we shall need the following counterpart of 
Lemma 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let p(t) satisfy (4.39)(i), (ii), (iv). Let E(t)= 
IPwl&a’~‘9 + IP,(f)l&4~:4,. 
Then there exist constants C j,, CA, such that 
(T-cA)E, +J; JVdp12 (+,) dC 
where co can be taking arbitrarily small. 
Assuming for a moment the validity of the lemma, we shall prove the 
theorem. In fact, applying Lemma 4.4 to (4.39) and using boundary 
condition (4.39)(iii) as well as (A-~)(C) and the fact that lu(x, t)l <y. we 
conclude 
(4.40) 
Since 
IP( g(A3.4, =IA -3.‘2z, lQ(A’A) = Iz1 l9(,444,. 
I~,(o)J&~,,~, = 1 -A-“*z, -A-1’2G2~(t=O)I~,A~;~, 
= IA-“4(zo + G,u(O))I~,~,, 2 lzolg(,p,,- l~-“4G2~(0)lt~~~~ 
2 (z. I&,+, - CAyi mes r,. 
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From (4.40) after taking T large enough we obtain 
which proves part (ii) of Theorem 4.2 for ( y,, yL) E D(C). A standard 
density argument gives the same conclusion for all ( yO, y, ) E 
H-‘(Q) x (H;(Q) n H3(SZ))‘. 
Thus, the proof of the theorem will be completed as soon as we establish 
Lemma 4.4. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. We shall apply the multipliers method as in 
[L-T-5, L-T-61. We multiply (4.39)(i) by hVAp and we integrate over Q. 
This gives 
; JQ uvp,12- lV4421 dQ 
+ J
Q 
CIVp,12+ lVA~(t)l~l d~+i S, IVApl'h-n 
+ IPt I L,(OT;Lz,Q)i lV~PlL,(OT;L2,RH 
+ C IA “‘G2ul L,,~T;L~,R)) IVAPI ~,(or;un)) 
+ JQ (A -li2G2u, h VAp,) dQ. (4.41) 
Using the identifications (see [G-l]) 
lylsca~.q - IVAYI ~z(nj, YEa 
IYI 9(A’W) - lVYLzcn, - lYl”&2,~ YEHa-2) 
(4.42) 
and (4.39)(iv), we obtain the estimate 
I IW2 + IVAAt)l&, - ChW)I 
G C:, IA”2G2~It~(or;~~al,4,, G CQ I~~,~oT;L~~~,,. (4.43) 
Next we shall estimate the last term on the RHS of (4.41). By applying the 
divergence theorem, 
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s 
(A - “*G2u, h VAp,) dQ 
Q 
= - 5 V(A-“*G,u) h Ap, dQ Q 
- s (A - “‘G2 u, div h Ap,) dQ Q 
+ AP”‘G2uh Ap,dQ (since G,uEL,(L’), A-‘!*G2ulr ~0) 
=- I z V(A-1i2G,u)h$1dQ 
+ s, V(V(A - “*G,u) h) Ap, dQ 
(G*udivh,A-‘!*Apr)dQ sinceip,l,-=0 
> 
< CnClG24 LAQ) IPt 1 LAOT;H;(W) + IG~UIL~,Q) IA-“*~P,IL~~QJ 
G G2c1422~6, +E lP&0T:“&v,1 
(here we used the fact IAP’i2Ap,IL2cRjS C lAp,IHm~cn, <C lp,I~&,). 
(4.44) 
Combining (4.41), (4.43), and (4.44) yields: 
+ T I&,oT;L~~ + E IvP, 1 ix(Q) 1 . 
Next, we multiply both sides of Eq. (4.33)(i) by p and we integrate by 
parts. This gives 
s CIVAPI’- lVp,l*l dQ< G l~A:,,or:ww + IA~lk,~o~:~zw,~ Q 
+jz$ApApdL+ Q(AP’1ZG2u,p)dQ I 1 ; 
(4.46) 
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+E s r lApI* dZ 
(by the trace theorem) 
since plr =0 and - 
I > arl I- 
=o (4.47) 
Similarly, by again using (4.43) 
5 e (A-“‘G zu,, P) dQ G lG4 LdOcL2tR)) IPlL,(Owm, 
+ s, (A -“*G,u, p,) dQ 
~G2Cl&Or:L*(~.)) + b&E) +w)+& lPrltml. 
(4.48) 
Combining (4.46), (4.47), and (4.48) gives 
~~I,~~p,2-,~p,,21dQ~~~[~(0)+~~~~~~~2d~ 
+ T Id t,to~~m +E IVP&Q) 1 . (4.49) 
Taking in (4.49) E small and comparing (4.45) with (4.49) yields 
+ Eo s lVAp12 dc + T l~l:~(o,;~,w,~ z 1 
which completes the proof. 1 
505:‘79!2-13 
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4.2. Boundary Feedback Control Acting in the Displacement and Bending 
Moment 
42.1. Feedback controI in bending moment-Problem (1.4) (1.7) with 
F given by (1.9)(v). Here we shall use notation of Section 3.1. Let 
A: Lz(Q) -+ L>(Q) be given as 
Ay = A2y, y~9(A)={y~H~(Q);y~f-=dyJp=O}. 
It can be easily shown that A = Ai where A, is the generator correspond- 
ing to A with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions (as in 3.1). We shall set 
H~s?~(A”~)‘. Since 9?(A’i4)=9(A~2)=H~(Q) (see [G-l]), then H= 
H-‘(Q). Correspondingly since A is considered as acting on H-‘(Q), 
D(ALi2) = 9(A’/4) = HA(G), and 
D(A”2)’ = $@(A3!4)‘, (I, = L2(r), U= H3i2(l-), U’E H -3’2(Z-), 
The operator B: H -3i2( f-) + 9( A3i4)’ is given by 
BM-A~‘~Du=A~Du, 
where the Dirichlet map is defined as in (3.5). 
Since DE S?(H p3’2(r) + (H-‘(Q)=9(A~2)‘)), 
BEY(H-~“~(~)+~(A~!~)‘). (4.50) 
Moreover one can easily verify that B*: HA(Q) + H3’*(r) is given by 
B*vd- aq A,‘v = D*LL (4.51) 
If we take Fy, = - B*y,, our system (1.6) (1.7) becomes 
~,r + Ay + A”’ D d@ (D*y,)30 
~(0) = YO E WA”4), y,(O) = y, E 9(A”4)’ 
or equivalently 
y,, = A2y 
ylT=O 
Ay+y 
( 
aA,lyr(t,x) 30, 
atl > 
x E I-, t>o 
~(0) = YO E H;(Q), YAO)=Y, gH-‘(Q). 
For the system (4.52) we have 
(4.52) 
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THEOREM 4.3. (i) For all initial conditions (y,,, y,) E H’(B) x H-‘(Q), the 
solution (y,, y,) to (4.52) isstrongly continuous in C[Or HA(Q) x H--‘(Q)]. 
(ii) Zf in addition we assume that y(O) = 0 and (A-2)(a), (b) hold, then 
(Y, Y,) + ,> x 0 in the strong topolog)? of HA(R) x H’(Q) for all initial 
conditions HA(B) x H-‘(Q). 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.5. 
B* given by (4.51) is surjectiue HA(Q) + H312(f) (4.53) 
D(C) is dense in HA(Q) x H-‘(Q). (4.54) 
Proofof (4.53). Let B*o= (a/aq) A,‘u=zE H312(r).Definep(t)~A;‘u. 
By the surjectivity of the traces, for any z E H3j2(f ), 3p E H ‘(52) such that 
(i?/aq)pIf=z, pi =O, dp(r=O. Hence p~9(,4~)nH~(SZ), and 
u=A,p=dp~H’(Q). Since ADpIf=dpIf=O, ulf=O and u~Hh(l2) 
as desired. 
Proof of (4.54). Define 
It was shown in the course of the proof of Lemma 3.1 that W is dense in 
H-‘(Q); hence 9(A) x W is dense in HA(S2)x H-‘(Q). Thus, to prove 
(4.54) it is enough to assert that 
53(A) x WC D(C). (4.55) 
On the other hand, (4.55) follows through the same arguments as those 
used for the proof of (4.10). 
From Lemma 4.5 and from (4.50) we conclude that assumption (H-l) is 
satisfied; thus by Theorem 2.2 we arrive at part (i) of Theorem 4.3. Since 
assumptions (A-2)(a), (b) guarantee that Hypothesis (H-2) is in force, we 
apply Theorem 2.4 to deduce that 
(Y, Y,) + 0 in HA(Q) x H-‘(Q) 
with (z,, z,)EoED(C) such that (see (2.24), (2.25)) 
Z,f = -A’z, z(0) = zo, z,(O) = z, 
z/f=0 
AzIf+y(O)sO on f 
(4.56) 
%,‘z,lf=O. 
all 
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Setting p z A 6 ‘z, and taking into account y(O) = 0, as well as the fact that 
(z, z,) E D(C), hence z, E HA(Q) and consequently p E g(A 2’). We rewrite 
(4.56) as 
P,, = -A*P, p(O)=po =A,‘z,, p,(O)=A,‘Az(O)=A,z, 
Plr=O 
ApI,-= 
(4.57) 
Applying Lemma 4.2 with u-0 gives us 
LEMMA 4.6. Let p(t) sari&j (4.57). Then p0 = p, = 0. 
Remark 4.4. Notice that the result of Lemma 4.6 provides us with a 
“new” uniqueness theorem. The standard uniqueness theorem would be to 
havepl,-=Aplf=(a/8q)pl. = (8/8q)Apl.=O. 
By Lemma 4.6, A;‘z, =0 and AZ, = 0. Since zOlr =0 (zO E HA(Q)), 
z,, = 0 and z, = 0 proving o = (0) as desired. 1 
4.2.2. Feedback control acting in the displacement-Problem (1.4), (1.9) 
with F given by (l.S)(vi). With A defined as in subsection 4.2.1 we shall 
set 
HE 9(A3/*y = ~(~3’4)’ 
D 
If A is considered as acting on g(A3j4)‘, D(A)“‘* coincides with $@(A’/~)’ = 
C@Ag*)‘. Thus D(A1’2) = Q(FI”~)’ = $@(/tg*)’ = H-‘(Q), &.t”*)’ = 
S@(A5’4)‘. 
Let uo-L2(f), UsH3’*(r), U’=H-‘l*(r). Let B: U’+D(A’/*)’ be 
given by 
Bu=ADu=A;Du. (4.58) 
Since 
B*: g(As*)‘-+ H3’*(r) is given by 
(4.60) 
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Thus, with FE B*, system (1.4), (1.9) becomes 
y,,+Ay+ADa@(D*A,‘y,)30 
y(0) = y, E 9(A”4)‘, y,(O) = y, E 9(A3’4)’ 
or equivalently 
y,, = -AZ) 
Yll-+?l ( 
2 A,Zy,(t, x) 30, 
aq > 
x E l-, r>o 
dyl.=O 
y(O)= I’,, E H -l(Q), yJ0) = y, E 9(A;‘)‘, 
where S?(A~2)={y~H,(Q)nH~(Q);Ay~r=O} 
(4.61) 
Our main result for problem (4.61) is formulated in the theorem below: 
THEOREM 4.4. (i) For all initial conditions (JJ~, y,)~ H -l(Q) x CS(As2)‘, 
the solution (y, y,) to (4.61) is strongly continuous in the same topology. 
(ii) Assuming additionally that y(O) = 0 and that (A-2)(a), (b) hold, 
( y, y,) + 0 in the strong topology of H ~ ‘(8) x g( Az2)‘. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. 
LEMMA 4.7. 
B* given by (4.60) is surjectiue H ‘(Q) + H3’2(r). 
D(C) is dense in H-‘(B) x g(Ag2)‘. 
(4.62) 
(4.63) 
Proof of (4.62). Let B*o= (a/@) A;‘u =ZE H3j2(r). Then, for any 
ZEH~“(Q) there exists ~EH~(SZ) such that (a/an)plr=z, plr=O, 
ApI,-=O. Hence ~EGS(A~~). We then take tl=Aip~g(A$~)‘=H-‘(Q) 
which proves (4.62). 
Proof of (4.63). Define P*= {u~L,(i2); (a/@) A;‘ul,=O}. By the 
same arguments as these used in (4.10) and in Lemma 3.1 we can easily 
show that g(A) x W c D(C) and that W is dense in L&?(Ag’)‘. Thus 
Q(A) x W is dense in H--‘(Q) x S’(A3.‘2)’ as desired. 
Having established the result stated in Lemma 4.6, we are in a position 
(after recalling (4.59)) to apply Theorem 2.2 to obtain conclusion (i) of the 
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Theorem 4.4. Assumptions (A-2) of Theorem 4.4 allow us to use 
Theorem 2.4 to conclude that (J, I’,) + o where (z,, z, ) E o E D(C) satisfy 
z,, = - A*,-, z(0) = zo, r,(O) = z, 
z),=O 
Azl,=O 
Since (z, -;I) E NC), -, EH-‘(Q), setting ~(t)=A;‘z, we have PEO(A~*) 
p,r = -A’p, p(O)=A,*z,, P,(O) = zo 
~lr =Apl,- =0 (4.64) 
By Lemma 4.7, followed by a standard density argument, we conclude 
that p, = p, =O. Hence z, = z. = 0, and consequently o = 0 for all initial 
conditions in D(C). To extend the result to (yo, Y,)E H --‘(L?) x9(,4g2)‘, 
we use again a density argument combined with the fact that ec’ is a 
contraction. 1 
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